Instruction manual
Thank you for the purchase of this timepiece.
Read this instruction manual please carefully, in order to avoid faulty operations.
This instruction is for the models with the movements OS11 and T282-82.

Features:
 2 eyes chronograph analogue quartz, 0 jewel
 chronograph 1/1sec. basis
 battery life about 2 years, based on 60 minutes chronograph operation per day
 powercell saving reset mechanism (PSRM)
 over-loading compensation device (OLCD)
 digital frequency control (DFC) for time adjustment
 With 2 hands quartz movements
Time Setting:
Date Setting:
Pull the crown out to the position (2) to reset the Pull the crown out to the position (1) to reset the
time.
date.
Using the chronograph:
Press button P2 to change the watch to the chronograph mode. This chronograph is able to measure and
display time in 1/1 second united up to maximum 12 hours. The retrograde chronograph 1/1 second hand
keeps continuously for 60 seconds after stating, and then stops at 0 position.
The chronograph can be started and stopped each time P1 is pressed. To reset, press P2 and the
chronograph second and minute hands return to their 0 positions.
Chronograph Reset (incl. after replacing battery)
This procedure should be performed when the chronograph second hand and chronograph 1/20(1/1) second
hand do not return to the 0 second position after the chronograph has been reset, and including after the
battery has been replaced.
Pull the crown out to the position (2), press P1 to set the chronograph second hand to the 0 position. Press
P2 to set the chronograph 1/20 second hand to 0 position, the chronograph hands can be advanced rapidly
by continuously pressing button P1 or P2. Once the hands have been zeroed, reset the time and return the
crown to its normal position. Finally, press P2 to check that the chronograph hands are reset to the 0
position.
* Do not return crown to the normal position while chronograph second hand and 1/20 chronograph second
hand return to O position. Each hands stop on the way when crown are returned to normal position and
these positions are recognized as O position.
Points in general:
Since the adjustment of date with watches takes place between 9pm-1am, please don’t adjust the watch
within this period because you would interfere in the wheel balance causing damages.
An analogue quartz watch is running by SILVER OXIDE SR927W or equivalent batteries. The accuracy of
the watch is +/-20 s/month worn under normal circumstances. Slight differences are normal, mainly in case
of high different in temperature.
Please take note of the fact that the specification of the water resistance is only value for the new watch not
being a permanent condition. So please avoid excessive contact with water.
Maintance your watch:
Clean your clock with a dry or with a dampened cloth. Do not bring the watch in contact with saltwater, soap
or strong cleaning agents such as gasoline, to cleaning spray, mark removing, colours, adhesive etc.. This
watch contains precision parts, therefore the soil may be opened only by an authorized person. If you do not
carry the watch, these at a dry place keep.
We wish you would enjoy your daily life with your functional timepiece.

